“Conquer Your Mountains of Data”

CorData Assureon tm
Simple Storage Efficiency
Assureon is designed to make your job of storing,
managing, protecting, and archiving data much
easier.
Why would anyone store dozens or even hundreds of copies of the exact
same file? They wouldn’t. And yet that is exactly what many businesses
are doing. There is a better way - a way that greatly reduces management headaches
and minimizes storage consumption.

Assureon Storage Server
Assureon from CorData gives organizations the ability to keep only one copy of each file stored,
regardless of how many users write that file to storage. Assureon uses single instance store technology,
a function of Content Addressed Storage, to identify duplicate files and store only a single copy of a file.

Assureon is designed around the Content Addressed Storage (CAS) object storage model. CAS
technology produces a unique digital identifier or fingerprint for all objects, based on their content. This
object storage model stores files, images, recordings, web pages, and so on, as objects with a unique
universal identifier. This fingerprint provides the unique CAS address that is used to store, retrieve and
verify the integrity of the archived file. In an object model, the archived physical object is completely
separate from the logical location or application. This approach simplifies management and allows
greater scalability over traditional file system models. Administrators can now be relieved of performing
typical storage housekeeping tasks, such as formatting file systems, creating volumes and binding LUNs
(logical unit numbers).
Single Instance Store
Assureon’s CAS technology enables single instance store, whereby only one copy of a data object is
kept. Single instance store provides tremendous efficiency of storage, processing and network resources.
For example, if 50 different individuals in multiple departments are all saving the same PowerPoint
presentation, Assureon will identify that they are duplicates based on their CAS address, and only store
one copy. This can provide the benefit of, in some cases, hundreds-to-one compression.

CorData Assureon Storage Solutions

This process is performed automatically with Assureon and is transparent to the user. By intelligently
transferring and storing a single instance of any archived file, Assureon dramatically reduces storage
consumption, network bandwidth and overall cost.

“Conquer Your Mountains of Data”

“Simplified data protection is
achieved through a highly
secure, continuous data
protection, single-instance
storage appliance”.

Assureon Storage Server

To guarantee that a single instance of the content is securely
placed under management, Assureon utilizes two different
cryptographic hash functions to generate secure digital fingerprints of the original file. Assureon guarantees that there
is a single, immutable fingerprint for each instance of file content in the system.
Reduces File Management
Assureon’s CAS technology separates the physical location
of the data from its logical representation, simplifying storage
mechanics and file retrieval. Assureon creates separate
unique identifiers for a file and its metadata. For example,
different departments may be storing the exact same file, but
for compliance reasons each department has different retention policies associated with the file. Assureon solves this
challenge by using two types of identification: sequential serial numbers for each instance of the file, and a unique CAS
address for the file contents. This dual identification, in contrast to other CAS systems, supports true single instance
store of the file contents while ensuring that each users’ retention policies are respected. A separate metadata record is
kept for each instance, and is deleted based on its
associated retention policy. When the last remaining metadata instance associated with a given CAS address is deleted, the actual file contents are also deleted.

Strong Encryption
Single Instance Storage
Regulatory Compliance
Highly secure storage.
Eliminates wasted space.
Frees up server storage.
Minimizes recovery time.
Implements low-cost
disaster recovery solutions.
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By keeping only one copy of a file with separate metadata
and management policies for each user, Assureon’s CAS
single instance store technology substantially decreases
total operating cost by reducing the amount of storage
needed and IT management required.

